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PUB is an important and challenging research topic. This work applies the transfer learning
concept by leveraging gages from the extended CAMELS data family. However, I feel the
authors stopped short from addressing how much information is actually "transferrable"
between different CAMELS datasets. My student and I recently assessed the feasibility of
transfer learning between CAMELS-UK and CAMELS-US by using a relatively simple and
yet popular tool arising from data clustering, namely, UMAP. We used the following
common CAMELS attributes 

common_attributes = [
 'q_mean',
 'runoff_ratio',
 'slope_fdc',
 'baseflow_index',
 'stream_elas',
 'high_q_freq',
 'high_q_dur',
 'low_q_freq',
 'low_q_dur',
 'zero_q_freq',
 'hfd_mean',
 'soil_depth_pelletier',
 'p_mean',
 'pet_mean',
 'p_seasonality',
 'frac_snow',
 'aridity',
 'high_prec_freq',
 'high_prec_dur',
 'low_prec_freq',
 'low_prec_dur',
 'root_depth_50',
 'elev_mean']
 
The attached figure shows CAMELS-UK and CAMELS-US gages share little in common.
They pretty much exist in their own clusters. We welcome the authors to check our



calculations. If true, this indicates most information is extracted from local neighbors (i.e.,
the neighbors of a US gage most likely exist in the US). I suggest the authors add some
sort of spatial pattern analysis to untangle the source-target relations (see Sun et al.,
2021 and 2022).
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Please also note the supplement to this comment: 
https://hess.copernicus.org/preprints/hess-2022-320/hess-2022-320-CC1-supplement.pdf
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